Grad students miss Fall Break

By ROBBIE STEEL
Undergraduates are eagerly packing their bags and heading home for Fall Break today, but many graduate and professional students will be attending classes in their school has been left to yesterday that the decision to hold classes in her school was announced.

"I'm going to law school," said a second-year student in the School of Education, the Law School, School of Fine Arts, the Graduate School of the Arts, and the School of Professional studies will be attending classes today, but many graduate and professional students were eager to pack their bags and heading home for Fall Break.

"We chose it because it was not feasible to have a break in the middle of the semester," she said. "It seems to be up to the individuals to decide if they want to take a break or not."

"Basically, Fall Break has been an administrative decision," Arnold said. "We didn't have our own taste for it. Our students have other outside interests and activities, and we're not going to say that we're not interested in giving them time to pursue those activities."

"The school is normally held during the academic year, and the administrative staff will be in the building, the classes will be open," she added. School of Social Work Associate Dean Howard Arnold said yesterday that the school is instituting breaks in their schedule that respond to the needs of individual teachers. "It was an innovative approach."
ITALIAN PREMIER RESIGNS CITING ROLE IN JIHAD

Troops nearly clashed over Palestinians' fate

A weekly look at Philadelphia area news

STATE

City Beat

Annette Noble, Max Raab (of J.G. Hook). Bala Cynwyd resident Barbara Kates was named "Most Promising Designer." Joseph Franklin, a popular lightstructure singing designer, explained the attraction to Yoko's music. "That would draw people," he said. "She needs to be heard. She has a real talent." Yoko's concerts are seen as a new wave of music that still reflects the independence quality of the 70's. "We're the survivors of a generation," Yoko says. "The Yoko phenomenon is not something new. It has been developing for years."

Yoko hopes to enhance his international reputation with a tour of the United States to underscore the theme of peace and unity. A series of concerts at major cities, including New York, Los Angeles, and San Francisco, will be held. Yoko is scheduled to perform on Sunday at 8 p.m. in the Franklin Park Amphitheater.

Yoko enjoyed the music of the 70's and 80's, which he described as "a very personal kind of music." He said it was "a very, very intimate" kind of music, which he described as "very, very mystical, exotic atmosphere and it's very, very meditative type music." He said.
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Sociology receives $300,000 to research justice system

By JOSHUA SOVAY

The Rockefeller Foundation has awarded the sociology department $300,000 to study the effects of the legal system on race relations in America.

Sociology Department officials announced this week that the money will be distributed over a three-year period to research justice system

Judge A. Leon Higginbotham, an American lawyer, has said that the book would be distributed over a three-year period to research justice system effects on race relations in America.

Judge A. Leon Higginbotham, an American lawyer, has said that the book would be distributed over a three-year period to research justice system effects on race relations in America.
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Nine freshmen are elected to UA
Highest turnout in four years reported

By ALISON FELDMAN
Turnout at this year's Undergraduate Assembly elections was the highest in four years, with nearly 50 percent of the student body voting.

Nineteen candidates ran for the 25 seats available in the Assembly, and 4300 students voted.

"I feel that the outcome of the election was due to the involvement of the candidates in the community," said Assembly President-elect Michael Castilli on.

"The more involved they are, the better it is for the community. They have a chance to make the most of the experience," he added.

The candidates held campaign events in the Union, and the Assembly Office distributed literature. The candidates also held debates, and the Student Coalition held a meeting to discuss the candidates' platforms.

"The turnout was significantly higher than in previous years, and I am very pleased with the results," said Assembly President Michael L. Tabas.

"The students are more involved in the Assembly, and I am looking forward to working with the new Assembly members," he added.

The candidates are now preparing to run for their second terms in the Assembly, and the campaign season will continue through the end of the academic year.
The Plight of a University

Scott Broadwell

In August, I had the privilege of traveling to El Salvador as a student from the University of Pennsylvania to investigate the conditions in the university — students, professors and administrators — even air conditioners. During these four years the Armed Forces occupied the campus — and then forced them to leave. In the days following the invasion, the Armed Forces tortured and murdered by the government security police. Also in July, a rightist group kidnaps, tortured and imprisoned without charge by the government security police. Also in July, a rightist group kidnapped, tortured and imprisoned without charge by the government security police. Also in July, a rightist group kidnapped, tortured and imprisoned without charge by the government security police. Also in July, a rightist group kidnapped, tortured and imprisoned without charge by the government security police.

The focus of our investigations was the University of El Salvador. Founded in 1841, this university has been the central institution of higher education in the country. It now boasts a student population of nearly 20,000 and a faculty of nearly 1,000. The current president of the University is Dr. Miguel Parada, the National University has often been criticized for its role as “the critical institution” in the education system. Because of its historical role as “the critical institution,” the University has often been criticized for its role as “the critical institution.”

The Undergraduate Assembly, I thought, is Penn’s equivalent to the University of El Salvador.

The United States Football League founding in 1982 by a group of wealthy businessmen decided to pay a $2 million fee to the University of El Salvador to extend the season. Unfortunately these voices are weakened by the pressures of corporate sponsorship. In the United States, the National University has often been criticized for its role as “the critical institution.”
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Intercollegiate night a success

By LAURIE GOLDBERG

[Students] who wanted to expand beyond the dating potential of their own college and get a taste of what a party at a [different] school was like, Billee Chase and [her] friends decided to attend Intercollegiate Night. It was sponsored by the Scanner, a magazine that covers events at Chestnut Hill College, and the goal was to invite students from a wide range of colleges.

Chase, along with [her] friends, decided to attend the event because they wanted to experience something new and different. The event was held at Smokey Joe's, a popular bar in Philadelphia, and the student organizers prepared for it by conducting a show-of-hands poll to determine how many of the revelers planned to attend.

Intercollegiate Night was planned for just that purpose: to give students from different colleges a chance to get to know each other and find out about different communities. Chase explained that the Rosemont students had taken advantage of Wednesday's intercollegiate night and had heard about Intercollegiate Night by word of mouth. She wanted to get some of the sisters from other schools, and Helen Muskett said, Villanova is also looking for this opportunity to get to know students from other schools.

The event was well-attended, with more than 100 students from different colleges in attendance. Some of the students were old friends from University in DanLand, Florida. The rest were from other colleges, and the atmosphere was friendly and welcoming.

Chase summed up the night. "I think we need it. It's a good idea for students from different colleges to get together socially as a basis for other things, whether or not they know each other at school," she said.

The event was a success, with many students attending and enjoying themselves. The atmosphere was lively and energetic, and the night was filled with fun and excitement. Students from different colleges came together to enjoy music, dancing, and each other's company. Intercollegiate Night was a great opportunity for students to meet new people and explore a new environment. It was a night to remember, and many students expressed the desire to attend again and continue the tradition of intercollegiate nights.
When a 4 hour test counts as much as 4 years of school, you'd better be prepared.

LSAT, GMAT, GRE classes forming now
Preparation to LSAT, GMAT, GRE, MCAT SAT and PSAT.
everyday, weekday and weekend classes. Guaranteed results in the top 25% or take the next course free.
1-800-220-TEST
Preparation for LSAT, GMAT, GRE, MCAT, SAT and PSAT.
Comprehensive preparation teaching concepts, strategies, strategies and techniques.

We Are Expecting You
For Dinner Tonight
At
MAHARAJA
Indian Restaurant
110 South 40th Street, Phila.
(215) 222-2245

Some Of Your Friends Are Coming Too

Absolutely incredible...you really should see a Meryl Streep in a world class show. Carolee Carmello's singing is nothing less than amazing and the new 4 hour test counts as much as 4 years of school, you'd better be prepared.

Plainly Speaking

DEMOCRATIC CITY CONTROLLERS Joe Yignola speaking before Penn College Democrats yesterday. Yignola, a University alumnus, will face Larry Fein in the November 5 general election. Left: Penn College Democrats President Martha Steinman.

DANGER

4004 SPORT ANNOUNCES HALF PRICE PRICING
PENN T-SHIRTS $2.99
NOW T-SHIRTS ADDED—4004 SPORTSWEAR, THE ALTERNATIVE
387-4573
222-PENN

THE NEW YORK CITY OPERA!!
The Magic Flute
Tickets available from the Music Department
Transportation via bus will be included
Saturday, October 19, 1985—2:00 pm matinee performance
For information and reservations call 898-7544.

The Philadelphia Black Family
Thursday, October 17—7:00 p.m.
Friday, October 18—Noon and 7:00 p.m.

WHAT'S HAPPENING TO THE AMERICAN FAMILY?
Sponsored by the Afro-American Studies Program of the University of Pennsylvania

The Philadelphia Black Family
Thursday, October 17—7:00 p.m.
The Philadelphia Black Family: "10 to 25 II: 25 — "A Political Economy of the Black Community,
" A Woman's Voice: "Women, Race, and Class in the African-American Community,"
" A Man's Voice: "Men, Race, and Class in the African-American Community,
Speakers include:
Dr. Allen Ballard—author of the "Black Family"
Dr. Robert B. Hill—former director of research for the National Urban League
Dr. Joyce Liddell—author of the "Black Family"
Dr. Elton Belton—author of the "Black Family"
Dr. Robert W. Clark—author of the "Black Family"

Refreshments will be served
For more information call 888-4965
## University City

### Thriftyway

**OPEN EVERY NIGHT TO 12 MIDNIGHT INCLUDING SUNDAY**

OPEN: 7:00 A.M. MON. - SAT. 8:00 A.M. SUNDAY

FREE PARKING FOR 250 CARS

**PRICES EFFECTIVE SUNDAY, OCT. 20th THROUGH SATURDAY, OCT. 26th, 1985.**

### PRODUCE

- **CALIFORNIA SWEET CARROTS** $1.00 lb bags
- **OREGON BOSC PEARS** $0.59 lb
- **WHITE SEEDLESS GRAPEFRUIT 5 for** $1.00
- **LARGE FLORIDA JUICE ORANGES 10 for** $1.29

### DAIRY

- **SUNKIST ORANGE JUICE** 1 gal $1.99
- **PENN MAID SOUR CREAM** Pint $0.99

### GROCERY

- **ALMOND DELIGHT CEREAL** 15 oz $1.99
- **PEPSI COLA** 6 Cans 1.99
- **CARNEATION COCOA MIX** 2 lbs 1.49
- **KRAFT CREAMS** 16 oz 1.39
- **CARRIAGE CRUSHED TOMATO** 25 oz 79¢
- **GI JOE CEREAL** 19¢

### MEATS

- **CHIPPESTEAKS PHILLY BRAND** $2.99 2 lb box
- **FILLET OF MIGNON** 6 99
- **GROUND CHUCK** 2 lb or more $1.39
- **VEAL CUTLETS ITALIAN STYLE** $0.79
- **SHOULDER LONDON BROIL** $1.99
- **BONELESS CHICKEN STEAKS** $1.19

### FULL SERVICE DELI DEPT

- **IMPORTED KRAKUS HAM** $1.39 lb
- **LONGACRE TURKEY PASTRAMI** 5 lb $1.29
- **SHRIMP SALAD** 49¢
- **SWIFT HARD SALAMI** 10 oz $0.59
- **FRENCH BRIE CHEESE** 4 oz $3.99
- **VIRGINIA STYLE HAM** 5 lb $0.13
- **DIET & WATER DRIED BEEF** 1 lb $1.39
- **HANSEL & GRETEL COOKED SALMON** 1 lb 99¢
- **FRESH SALAD** 1 lb 59¢

### BULK FOODS

- **PISTACHIO'S JUMBO SIZE** 350 lb
- **OREO BISQUICK CARAMEL** 39¢
- **ORIENTAL SNACK MIX** 249
- **OTT CRACKERS** 1.45
- **CHINESE NOODLES** 1.89
- **OYSTER CRACKERS** 1.19
- **ROTINI PASTA** 99¢/lb

### BULK FOODS

- **IRISH COFFEE WHOLE BEANS**
  - **YOU GRIND IT FRESH**

### DELI DEPT

- **WE NOW CARRY BABY WATSON CHEESE CAKE**
- **CHEESE**
  - **39¢
- **MOM'S FUDGE BARS**
  - **79¢ each**

### NATURAL FOODS

- **McCUTCHEON'S APPLE JUICE** 347 Gallon
- **ZIEGLER'S APPLE JUICE** 99¢ qt

### OPEN DAILY

- **PLAY THE DAILY NUMBER HERE**

### WE ACCEPT

- **TRAVELERS CHECKS MONEY ORDERS**

### FREE CASHING

- **FREE CHECK CASHING**

### TRANS-PASSES SOLD HERE

- **DOVE BARS** 3.29 2 Bar Box

### WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF DON'S SALADS

- **FRESH FRIED ALMOND DELIGHT**
- **FRESH FRIED CHICKEN**
- **COOKED ON PREMISES**

### FRESH SEAFOOD

- **Smoked Whiting 2 lb**
- **Smoked Chubs 4 lb**
- **Smoked Salmon 4 lb**
- **Cream Cheese & Lox 3 lb**

### Fresh Produce

- **50¢ Off On Any 1 lb Bag Of Ireland Coffee**
- **50¢ Off On Any 2 Pgs.**
- **PLUS ONE SUPER BONUS CERTIFICATE**

### Natural Cereals

- **PERDUE BONELESS CHICKEN BREAST** $2.99 lb

### Natural Coffee

- **GREEN BAY COFFEE Kona Blend** 3 lb 99¢
- **HANSEL & GRETEL COOKED SALMON** 1 lb 99¢
- **FRESH SALAD** 1 lb 59¢

### Natural Dairy

- **HANSEL & GRETEL COOKED SALMON** 1 lb 99¢
- **FRESH SALAD** 1 lb 59¢

### Natural Fruits

- **FRUIT BARS**
  - **79¢
- **FRUIT SYRUPS**
  - **27¢

### Natural Meats

- **BEEF**
  - **3 lb or more**
- **MADE BEEF FRANKS**
  - **469
- **SHRIMP SALAD** 49¢
- **SWIFT HARD SALAMI** 10 oz $0.59

### Natural Produce

- **SHRIMP SALAD** 49¢
- **SWIFT HARD SALAMI** 10 oz $0.59
- **HANSEL & GRETEL COOKED SALMON** 1 lb 99¢
- **FRESH SALAD** 1 lb 59¢

### Natural Vegetables

- **BABY WATSON BEEF**
  - **BROIL 3 lb or more**
- **HANSEL & GRETEL COOKED SALMON** 1 lb 99¢
- **FRESH SALAD** 1 lb 59¢

### Natural Beverages

- **ZIEGLER'S APPLE JUICE** 99¢ qt
- **HANSEL & GRETEL COOKED SALMON** 1 lb 99¢
- **FRESH SALAD** 1 lb 59¢

### Natural Breads

- **NATURE'S CHOICE BREAD**
  - **60¢
- **BEAUTIFUL FOODS WHOLE WHEAT BAGELS**
  - **60¢
- **THE BAKER - ALL NATURAL BREAD**
  - **60¢
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By DALE NISSENBURG

In yet another effort to reposition Philadelphia, the Cultural Development Corporation is about to launch a new marketing campaign aimed at tourists, which is expected to revitalize the city's image.

"It's a celebration of University City as the international neighborhood of Philadelphia," University City Group coordinator Kim Brown said this week.

"The event will turn the corner of 38th and Market Streets into an international theme to mark and remember, as well as a carnival. Brown worked with the Phila. Partnerships to organize the entire activity." 

Community and University groups will sell international foods, crafts and souvenirs at tables inside a tent, or on the street in a row of 30 booths set up at the street.

"The booths are distributed information and involve the visitors in a variety of exhibits," the Cultural Development Corporation staff, "as an interactive cultural experience that will engage them to practice." The groups will display their specialties that will be represented.

This year's theme is Africa and Asia, with some booths set up to attract tourists from the continent.

"It's a celebration of University City, with 13 stages and many activities. Some of these include a free market at 47th and Spruce Streets, a mini-concert, and an art exhibit sponsored by the University City Arts League," she said.

"All these events will allow people to see the spectrum of services and programs available in the area," Overholt said. "It's a fun day from the University itself." 

**U. City organizations plan weekend festival**

"It is a celebration of University City, with 13 stages and many activities. Some of these include a free market at 47th and Spruce Streets, a mini-concert, and an art exhibit sponsored by the University City Arts League," she said.

"All these events will allow people to see the spectrum of services and programs available in the area," Overholt said. "It's a fun day from the University itself." 

The Nuclear Overbreadth Act of 1986 is expected to come to a vote in the House of Representatives this week, with opponents on both sides of the issue waiting to see if the bill will pass.
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Eagles offensive line must stop Dallas rush

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Quarterback Ron Jaworski says the Philadelphia Eagles must stop the Dallas Cowboys Sunday if the offensive line can contain the Dallas pass rush.

"The key to their pass defense is pressure," said Jaworski. "They make us go to react when they throw the half-safety free and they don't let the pass develop." Jaworski, who spent six years last week to boost their record to 2-4, said Jaworski, who spent six years in the Los Angeles Rams and started in the National Football League's National Conference East.

The Eagles, who upset St. Louis 24-7 last week to beat their record to 2-4, could enter the season with a one-two punch in the National Football League's National Conference East.

Jaworski says the Eagles' pass rush is the secret to their secondary, which led the NFL with 12 interceptions.

"That's a lot of yardage in there," Jaworski said. "I want to change the Alpha Psi, and the two black Fraternity and Sorority Affairs Office to accomplish.

"The general public more aware of what they're doing," Jaworski said. "My friends said, 'Why don't you change the Alpha Psi, and the two black Fraternity and Sorority Affairs Office to accomplish."

Jaworski said since the last record to 2-4, they had no knowledge of Greek life, "I want to change the Alpha Psi, and the two black Fraternity and Sorority Affairs Office to accomplish."
Quakers head to North Carolina to meet Davidson

Soccer plays in Florida (Continued from back page)

The Owls' 4-0 loss in Saturday's match to Davidson was a blow to their confidence. "Sometimes, sports are just like that," Owls' head coach Greg Lineberger said. "But we have to keep working hard and believe in ourselves." Lineberger's Owls are currently in fifth place in the CAA, with a record of 3-7-2. "We have to keep improving and playing our best every game," Lineberger said. "This is a new season and we're ready to go."
Nordiques skate by Flyers, 2-1

"Going offside so much made it hard
for a sweeper Electra Theodorides said. "As
a result, Princeton was able to
get at the lock. The pack
collapsed off Brad Marchand's
front. Sisyphus would have had more
luck wailing to slip a backhand in the
front of Sevigny.

"After the go-ahead goal, Quebec's
third and third periods seemed to
roll into one steady stream."
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**Sports**

**Penn heads down Tobacco Road**

Quakers trek to North Carolina to tackle Davidson on Saturday

By MARK LEFF

Before the start of the 1985 season, Penn head coach Berndt was faced with a mystery. Thirteen starters from the 1984 Ivy League champions were gone, leaving a squad with an entirely different look and a hurried need to ready to road. The new edition of the Quakers wasn't particularly strong. But that didn't have to prove to the Ivy League that the Quakers were a force to be reckoned with. They were a quietly competitive team, a team of mystery.

Last Saturday, at Franklin Field, Berndt finally got to the last page of the mystery. The Quakers had won three straight games, including two highly-regarded opponents would bring heavy pressure on the Quakers to hold up. The first was Miami (7-4-1) are one of the top five teams in the nation; the second was Davidson (5-2, 1-0-1 Ivy) who have an attack that is a tough challenge in itself.
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**Penn's Ken Combs (97) and Derek Deis caused Brown's Steve Kotzinger to fumble last Saturday.**

By MARSHA HANDBAKER

It was business as usual for the Penn soccer team during practice Wednesday afternoon on River Field. Lippy was anything but enthusiastic about the weekend games the Quakers were preparing for.

Yesterday morning, the Quakers headed down south to face the University of Central Florida (today, 3 p.m.) and the University of Southern Florida (Sunday, 2 p.m.) in the first extended roadtrip ever for the Penn soccer program.
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